
2.2.2 Transported – The Buoys Project – Q1 Apr to Jun 2020 
 

We have been reviewing the whole programme in the context of Covid, including the Buoys. 
The lock down has obviously slowed the process, initially for the participatory programme, 
but also for the actual physical installations, test trials, transport to fabricators etc. 
Bex Simon managed to do some engagement, some workshops and mobile forge 
demonstrations. We have transported their two Buoys to Norwich to their fabricators.  
 
Jo Chapman's programme was severely impacted, although we have been continuing to 
invite contributions of stories, anecdotes sent remotely. 
 
We have managed to find some other money to pay Carrie to join the CREATE-on 
programme rather than use the commission money for her to undertake research remotely. 
She is designing some colouring books and story logs for care homes, the ideas of which will 
feed into the Buoys designs. 
 
We feel it is important for Carrie to be in Boston as much as possible. her passion is 
infectious and her technique unique. We need her to inspire residents to want to carry on 
making mosaics, and to be able to teach them to a level of skill that they are equipped to be 
able to. 
 
So we have suggested she switches her focus to a time dependent project in Coventry, 
returning to us after Christmas, when we hope we will be better placed for her to actually 
work with people here in Boston. 
 
This means we are now looking to undertake all the installations at the same time in the 
Spring, with the grand unveiling still to be scheduled. 
 
Our Contractor has been undertaking the preparatory work on site, digging trial trenches to 
check the substrate, so we can amend each "foundation and fixing " method accordingly. 
 
We have some scale models submitted by Jo Chapman for your information. 
 







 


